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and we aren't getting rid of poshs..."

Lopez said current UA President (UAP) and Vice President (UAV) Douglas '83 and Ken Dumas '83 "brought a lot of charisma and enthusiasm to the office," but they were "less than effective" in carrying out their projects. Lopez wants "to make student government more accountable and accessible to all students." He added, "There are some changes that we can take place within the UA, but it has to be proactive."

"The student government isn't worth a lot and isn't doing a lot," said Segel. "No one at MIT is honest. MIT students are sheep."

"MIT administration tells MIT students they can vote whether they want a queen, they can vote whether they want a football homecoming referendum or no queen at all."

"The candidates were also interested in social activities issues. Steve [Barber] and I," said Lopez, "are both opposed to the Homecoming Queen. There's really no need for it. He said they support any of the final three Homecoming referendum options: a court, UMC for queen, or no queen at all."

Segel wants to start a campus-wide beer cooperative and hold a Rolling Stones concert. "It's quite feasible—all we have to do is sell 20,000-30,000 tickets at $10 each," he said.

Students to vote on Queen issue

By Tony Zamparutti

MIT students can vote whether or not they wish to elect a Homecoming Queen next year in a referendum that will accompany next Wednesday's Undergraduate Association elections.

The GA/decided last December to hold a binding, Institute-wide referendum on the issue. Voters can choose on a preferential ballot if they desire a female queen.
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